




This artistic research between renewable energy and form is the result of a personal artistic journey, that led me to 

questioning contemporary time to discover the connection between mind and nature. 

Everything starts from the mind, the place of origin of the ability to interpret and focus on feelings and intuitions. A 

simultaneous place of dreams and reality, the mind is where the journey of human knowledge begins: the energy becoming 

form, and so thought, idea, action.

Energy cannot be created nor destroyed by itself – it only can be transformed. Transformation is knowledge, and knowledge 

is evolution. This conceptual space made of energetic tensions between potential and actual existance is where the aestetic 

research of BRAIN dwells.

Conceptual and material icons
Brain research is centered around the two basic elements of our universe of knowledges: man and the sun, both instruments 

of creative change. On one side is the human brain, the physical place where the transformation from idea to action 

happens. On the other is the photovoltaic panel, a material place where the conversion from solar into electrical energy 

happens, for everyone to be benefited of.

Nature, as perfect and incapable of opinions, is the place from which every man can draw the sensations that will then 

become thought. The overlaps and connections game between the potential of human brain and the energy produced by 

solar panels so becomes the icon of the evolutional journey, that stands to the base of man’s vital energy.

Beyond echo, towards total energy
Without getting trapped by the boundaries of sectorial terms as “biological” and “ecological”, the attention toward renewable 

sources, clean energy and environmental preservation has gained a wider denotation, by means of aggregating art with 

“total energy”, understood as man’s expressive ability.

“The concept of eco-friendly needs to be born into our consciousness first. My art wants to bring each person onto an 

inner journey where respect for nature and society are not a trend or an imposition, but a mature journey on our mental 

and spiritual potential.

The man is on the verge of yet another cultural leap and conceptual. All the experiences that society has lived in the past 

two decades clearly show what are the principles of conscience and material’s ways that must not be followed. Building 

on the experience of not-being, society will soon head to the rediscovery of the human being - led by artists, philosophers, 

scientists, sociologists and many others”.

Brain # - Thinking energy.

Matteo Ferretti

CONCEPT OF BRAIN RESEARCH

“Brain 21” spray painted forex on photovoltaic panel. 80x155 cm. 2010









“Brain 15” spary on photovoltaic panel. 100x120 cm. 2010

“Brain 13” silver sprayed on photovoltaic panel with black silicon cells. 110x100 cm 2010

“Brain 20” red sprayed on cracked photovoltaic panel with black silicon cells. 150x100 cm. 2010

“Brain 14” spray painted forex on photovoltaic panel with black silicon cells. 120x100 cm. 2010





“Brain 19” spray painted forex on photovoltaic panel. 170x95 cm. 2010

“Brain 9” spray painted forex on photovoltaic panel. 170x95 cm. 2009

“Brain cell 2”
cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel. 
65x45 cm max. 2009

“Brain cell 3” 
cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel. 

65x45 cm max. 2009





“Brain 1g.c” sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel, framed. 91x60 cm. 2011

“Brain 2g.c” sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel, framed. 91x60 cm. 2011

“Brain 1g no.c”
sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel. 
91x60 cm max. 2012.

“Brain 1m no.c”
sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel.
55x40 cm max. 2012.





“Brain 6m.c” sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel, framed. 55x40 cm. 2011

“Brain 5m.c” sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel, framed. 55x40 cm. 2011

“Brain 3g.c” sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel, framed. 91x60 cm max. 2011

“Brain 4g.c” sprayed cells of silicon on shaped stainless steel, framed. 91x60 cm max. 2011


















































